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Answer all questions on this paper itself.

Select the most suitable answer and write it on the given space. For question no. 01 to 05. 

is the smallest administrative unit in Sri Lanka. Divisional 

Secretariate division / Grama Niladhari division / District

is a service provided by the government at a concessionary price. 

Food / clothes / providing medicine

Thaiwan islands are located in the sea. Pacific / Arctic / Antartctic

weather conditions occur when there is extreme solar heat and 

temperature. Temperate / dry / Cold

 is cultivated on the plains. Coconut / Rubber / Tea

If the following statements are correct put if not put for question no. 06 to 10. 

Identification of a country in relation to the location of Surrounding countries, Continents, Seas 

and Oceans is called the relative location. 

Increase in temperature in the northern part of Sri Lanka is due to the influence of the dry winds 

that blow from the Indian Sub-continent.  

The disposal of waste material has not become a problem in the urban environment due to the over 

population and limited space. 

The main commercial city of Sri Lanka is Colombo. 

You can see the nature of clouds when you observe them. 
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²

A - Salveeniya B - Moniter C - Frog D - Bigonia

E - Cow F - Pig G - Indian pitta H - Crow-pheasant 

11 ^''''''''''''&

12 ^''''''''''''&

13 ^''''''''''''&

14 ^''''''''''''&

15 ^''''''''''''&

²

16 

^1& ^2& ^3& ^4&
        

17 

^1&  ^2&

^3& ^4&
        

18 

^1&  ^2&

^3& ^4&
        

19 

^1& ^2& ^3& ^4&
        

20 

^1&  ^2&

^3& ^4&

Select the most suitable answer and write it on the dotted lines, for question No. 11 to 15. 

Helps paddy cultivation and brings an income to the house hold. 

It is protected by law. 

It is used to produce energy. 

Forecasts the weather. 

A migrant bird. 

Underline the most suitable answer for question No. 16 to 20. 

A gas that wants to grow plants is, 

Oxygen Nitrogen Helium Argan 

The two districts that are in Uva province are, 

Badulla, Monaragala Galle, Monaragala 

Ampara, Baticola Badulla, Nuwara Eliya 

Mineral oil is mostly used in Sri Lanka for, 

preparing food producing light 

transporting Cleaning activities 

A man made landscape of your surrounding is, 

rivers highlands Lowlands Cultivated lands 

The river that located in India is,

Sindu river  Mahaweli river

Godawari river Nile river 
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² Answer 05 questions including the first question. 

^01& Answer the following questions using the given map. 

^a& ^i& Name the lines that are shown by letters A, B and C.    

^03m.&

^ii& Name the bay that is shown by letter D. ^01m.&

^iii& Name the island that is shown by letter E. ^01m.&

^iv& Name the continent that is located in the West of Sri 

Lanka shown by letter F. ^01m.&

^v& What is the Ocean that is in the South of Sri Lanka.    

^01m.&

^b& Write the suitable answer for the blanks.

Sri Lanka is an Island located to the ̂ i& ''''''''''''''''' of India. If belongs to the continents of 

^ii& ''''''''''''''''' which is the largest continent in the world. Sri Lanka is separated from India by a 

narrow sea strip of ̂ iii&''''''''''''''''''' km. It is called as ̂ iv& '''''''''''''''''''  ^04m.&

^c& Side A shows the important places in Sri Lanka and side B shows the reasons for their 

importance. Match them. ^05m.&
              

A B 

1' Hambanthota 

2' Anuradhapura 

3' Nuwara Eliya 

4' Trincomalee 

5' Galle 

^02& Following pictures show the climatic conditions of various places. Answer the questions using 

them. 

03
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² Favorable climate 

² Natural harbour 

² Dutch fortress 

² newly built international harbour 

² main administrative city 

² historical and cultural value 

A B C D



(i) Write the climatic conditions of pictures shown by A, B, C, D respectively. ^04m.&

(ii) Complete the following table using the elements of weather and the equipment that they 

measure. ^05m.&

       

(iii) Write 02 uses of knowing the weather fore cast for humans. ^02m.&

^03& Study the following picture related to the process of rainfall and answer the questions. 

(i) Name the 3 processes that are shown by letters A, 

B, C. ^03m.&

^ii& ^a& Write the process that is shown by letter D ?   

  ^03m.&

^b& What is the colour of letter D before the  

rainfall ? ^01m.&

^iii& Write 02 problems related to the scarcity of water 

which receives from rain. ^04m.&

^04& (i) Following pictures show the various occasions that man used the land as a resource. Name the 

pictures A, B, C respectively. ^03m.& 

^ii& Write 03 facts that can be followed to utilize the land around your house effective. ^03m.&

Elements of weather 

 

Rainfall 

Speed of the wind 

Direction of the wind 

Measuring equipment 

Therometer 

by observing 

1' 

2'

3'

4'

5'

04

A B C

PrecipitationPrecipitation



^iii& Side A shows the ways that man utilized the land uneffectively. Side B shows the results of 

them. Match them and write the suitable letter in the box. ^05m.&
              

I  II  

1' expand agricultural lands ^'''''''&

2' mining gems ^'''''''&

3' cultivate on slopes ^'''''''&

4' removing sand from rivers ^'''''''&

5' use pestisides ^'''''''&

^05& We use various sources of energy to fulfill different needs, from the moment we wake up in the 

morning. 

^i& (a) Following pictures show the two energy sources that we use to fulfill various tasks. 

Name A and B respectively. ^02m.&

^b& Following picture shows the equipment that we use to save energy. Name it. ^04m.&

^ii& ^a& Write 02 things that we can use from home to produce energy from the unit shown by 

letter A. ^02m.&

b& Write an advantage and a disadvantage from the energy source shown by letter B.       

^02m.&

^iii& Write 02 facts for increasing demand for energy at present. ^04m.&

05

A - Earth slips 

B - Flood 

C - Pollute water 

D - Destroy animal habitats 

E - Drought 

F - Soil erasion 

A B

C



^06& (i) Write the zones shown by letters A, B, C, D where following crops are cultivated and rearing 
animals. ^04m.&

(ii) Write one each industry that is used the following raw materials. ^02m.&

(i) Clay - (ii)   Cement -

^iii& Fill the following grid using the industries based on traditional technological skills. ^05m.&

^07& Complete the puzzel. 

Across - 

1' An essential thing for living beings. 

2' Destroy harmful insects. 

3' Can be made from kitchen waste and 
leaves. 

4' It spreads diseases like Malerria and 
Dengue. 

5' It is a service. 

6' A district that belong to North Western 
province. 

Down - 

1' A historical city of Sri Lanka. 

2' The largest island in the world. 

3' Habitats for animals and plants. 

4' Non decaying thing. 

5' Bird that beautify the environment. 

06

A 

B 

C D

^11m.&

Industries 

Masks 

2' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

Mats 

4' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

Furniture 

Areas 

1' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

Radawadunna 

3' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

Pilimathalawa 

5' '''''''''''''''''''''''''''''' 

A

D

F
G

M

T p n

P

P

1

2

3

45

2

4
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01 ^a& ^i& A - Tropic of capricorn B - equator C - Tropic of cancer ̂ 03m.&

^ii& Bay of Bengal ̂ 01m.& ^iii& Madagascar ̂ 01m.& ^iv& Africa ̂ 01m.&

^v& Indian ̂ 01m.&

^b& ^i& South ^ii& Asia ^iii& 32 ^iv& Palk strait ̂ 04m.&

^c& 1' newly built international harbour 2' Historical and cultural value 

3' Flavourable climate 4' Natural harbour 

5' Dutch fortress ̂05m.&
          

02 (i) A - rainy B - warm C - cold & mist D - wind ̂ 04m.&

(ii) 1' Temperature 2' Rainguage 3' Anemometer 4' Wind direction indicator 5' clouds ̂ 05m.&

(iii) ² can organize day today activities effectively.  ² can protect lives and property from natural disasters.  

² Fishermen and farmers can manage their activities. ̂ 02m.&
          

03 (i) A - Evaporation B - Transpiration C - Surface runoff ̂ 03m.&

^ii& ^a& condenses of water ̂ 03m.& ^b& dark thick clouds ̂ 01m.&

^iii& Scarcity of drinking water / arising problem to produce hydro electricity / problem to survival of 

creatures / problem for agricultural and industrial activities / spread diseases / unfertile the soil ̂ 04m.&
          

04 (i) A - for agricultural activities B - construct factories C - for irrigation activities ̂ 03m.& 

^ii& growing grass on places where is occurred soil erosion / growing covering crops / build stone ledges / 

cover the land with chaff, coir dust of straw / Dig a compost pit  ̂ 03m.&

^iii& 1'  -  D 2'  -  A 3'  -  F 4'  -  B 5'  -  C ̂ 05m.&
          

05 ^i& (a) B - Solar cells A - Bio gas ̂ 02m.&

(ii) C - LED bulbs (Light Emitting Diode) ̂ 04m.&

^iii& ^a& The kitchen waste, Salvinia, Monochoria, Gliricidia, Straw, Cow dung ̂ 02m.&

(b) increase the population / increase the demand of consumers / development of industrial activities 

/ development of transportation / development of life standards 
          

06 (i) A - Wet zone B - dry zone C - Coastal belt D - Mountainous are ̂ 04m.&

(ii) ² Clay - Pots, roof tiles, bricks ² cement - bricks, flower pots ̂ 02m.&

^iii& 1' Ambalangoda   2' Cane products    3' Dumbara    4' Brass ware  5'  Moratuwa ̂ 05m.&
          

07 Across - 

1'  Air 2'  dragonfly     3'  fertilizer 4'  Mosquito 5'  transportation 6'  Puttalam 

Down - 

1'   Anuradhapura     2'  Greenland      3'  forests      4'  Polythene    5'  Parrot 

ANSWER PAPER - PART I
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^01& Grama Niladhari division  ^02& Providine medicine ^03& Pacific ^04& dry 

^05& Coconut ^06& û̂07& ü̂08& û̂09& ü̂10& ü̂11& Cow 

^12& monitor  ^13& salvenia ^14& frog  ^15& Indian pitta ^16& 2 ^17& 1 

^18& 3 ^19& 4 ^20& 3

PART - II 

^2 x 20 = 40 marks&
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